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MAPS PRESERVING TRANSLATES OF A FUNCTION

I. GLICKSBERG

Let / be a bounded continuous function on a topological
group G and £?(/) the set of all (left) translates fx of /.
One might ask what self maps φ of G have &>(f)°φc:0>(f)
(so fx°φ is always another translate fy of /). Since this
says φ maps each translate of a set of constancy f~ι(c) into
another translate of the set, and indeed a translate inde-
pendent of c, unless / is very special one would expect φ
to be quite rigid, and in fact almost a translation, perhaps
on a quotient of G.

When G is a compact connected abelian group this is,
in essence, the situation if ψ maps G onto itself; alterna-
tively one can take feLp(G)9 l^p<oo9 and assume φ is
measure preserving and arrive at the same conclusions. In
§1 we determine when ^(f)°φcz^(f) and in §3 when the
distorted orbit έ?(f)°φ coincides with another, ^(g), along
with some related results. Section 2 is devoted to analo-
gous results on (weakly) almost periodic functions.

Evidently one may as well consider / on the quotient group
G/H, where H^ {xeG:fx =/} , in considering £?(/); since fxoφ = fy

will hold with x (resp. y) replaced by any element of the coset x +
H (resp. y + H), one can reduce to the case in which x—>fx is
1 — 1, although producing the corresponding map φ on G/H is not
quite trivial. Consequently we shall begin with the case in which
H is trivial and x —>/β is 1 — 1.

THEOREM 1. Suppose G is a compact connected abelian group,
Φ a map of G onto itself, and &\f)°φCLC?(f) for some feC(G) for
which x ->fx is 1 — 1 (or alternatively, for some feLp(G) while φ
is also measure preserving). Then there is an automorphism a of
G and z0, zxeG for which

(1) φ(x) = a(x) + z0 , x e G ,

while the Fourier series of f is a sum, over the finite orbits of the
dual of a, of blocks of the form

Π(2) c Σ ( Π

where y^a = τ i + 1, j < n, Ύn°a = yu and ΠΓTiOO = 1. (Conversely
for any such a, z0, zι and f, έ?(f)°φc:έ?(f).)
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324 I. GLICKSBERG

In particular when | / | has no repeated values, so all the cor-
responding orbits are singletons, we can conclude a is the identity,
so φ is a translation: for the 1 — 1 ness of x-*fx guarantees {jeΓ:
f(Ύ) Φ 0} separates G, and thus generates the dual group Γ; con-
sequently y°a — 7 for all 7 e F.

The result is a simple consequence of the identification [3] of the
isometries of compact connected abelian groups, viz.: an isometry ό
of a compact connected metric abelian group, under a translation
invariant metric, is necessarily of the form (1) for some automor-
phism a. (The hypotheses in [3] include the assumption that ώ is
onto, but it is well known and easy to prove that an isometry of a
compact metric space is automatically onto.)

In order to prove our result we note that the 1 — 1 ness of
x—>fx (along with continuity of translation in C(G) or LP(G)) shows
έ?(f) is a homeomorph of Gf and thus that (xf y) —> \\fx — fy\\ is a
translation invariant metric defining the topology of G. Since
^(f)°Φ c: ^{f)y for each xeG we have an element p(x)eG with
fx°Φ = fpix), and since φ is onto (resp. measure preserving), p is an
isometry of the compact metric space G under our translation
invariant metric: for

i l Λ < « > - / „ < * > 11 = \\L°Φ - f>Φ\\ = I I Λ - Λ I I .

T h u s w e h a v e a n a u t o m o r p h i s m a a n d zeG f o r w h i c h p(x) = a~ι(x) +
z, and now fxoφ(y) = fp{x)(y), or f(φ(y) - x) = f(y - p(χ)), can be
written as

f(φ(y) - x) = f(y - a~\x) - z) ,

for all x and y (resp. a.a. y for each x). An integration (justified
by Fubini in our alternate case) yields, on the one hand

, χ)f(Φ(y) - χ)dχ = <7, Φ(y)) J<7, Φ(y) - χ)f(Φ(y) - χ)dx

- <7, Φ(y)}f(y)

and on the other

l<7, x)f(y — a~ι(x) — z)dx = l<7, a(x))f(y — x — z)dx

= <7°α, 7/ — ̂ >\<7°α, 7/ — x — s>/(2/ — x —

= <7°α, y - 3>/(7°α) .

Consequently

( 3 ) /(T)<7, (̂τ/)> - /(7oα)<7oα, y - z)
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which shows Γ\f~\0) is a union of orbits (under 7—>7°α) each of
which is necessarily finite by (3) and Riemann-Lebesgue. Moreover
since Γ\f~\0) generates Γ as we have noted, (3) also implies φ can
be taken continuous in our alternate case. Setting y = 0 in (3)

, φ(0)) -

and so for any Ύίf~\0) we have

<7, Φ(y) - Φ(0)) = <7oα, y)

so <7, Φ(y)) = <7, a(y) + (̂0)> for a generating set of 7, and thus
for all 7 in Γ. Hence φ(y) = ^(0) + α(#) = α(t/) + 20 as asserted.

Now writing our typical finite orbit as 7i = 7M°α, 72 = 7i°α, ,
Ίn — Ύn-^oί and noting that (3) now asserts that /(7)<7, a(y) + zo) =
/(7°αO<7, a(y) — α(s)>, we see that

which yields the asserted form for the Fourier series for / when
we set Zi — a(z) + z0.

COROLLARY l. // H = {xeG: fx —f) is nontrivial while the
remaining hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold, there is self-map φ of
G/H (satisfying φ(y) + H = φ(y + H)) which, for the corresponding
function f on G/H, yields έ?(f)°φ = ^(f), so there is an automor-
phism a of G/H for which

φ(y) + H=φ(y + H) = a(y + H) + z0 ,

while the Fourier series of f (which can be identified with that of
f) has the described form.

In fact this is a corollary of the proof. Our original map φ
suffices to produce our isometry p: as we observed earlier fxoφ = fy

implies fx+h°φ = /„+**, h, hf e H, so we immediately obtain a self-map
p of G/H which satisfies

IIΛc+ir) - Λc,+mII - \\f«°Φ - fv°Φ\\ = 11/. - Λll = \\f.+H - Λ+HII .

Thus we obtain an automorphism a of G/H, and a translation,
producing p as before; but now from fx°φ(y) = fp{x+H)(V + H), we
obtain f(Φ(y) — (x + £Γ)) = /(y — a~\x + H) — z) so that multiplication
by <7, a + H) for 7 eH1 and integration over G/ίZ" now yields

<7, φ(y) + H) = <7, α(» + H) + (̂0)>

for a generating set of 7 in the dual H1 of G/if. This shows
φ: y + H -» (̂3/) + ίf is a well defined map on G/iί, and of course
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the remainder of our argument now applies.
The hypothesis that <j> is onto (for feC(G)) was used to insure

that p was an isometry, and not just distance reducing. On the
other hand if <^(f)°φ = ̂ ( / ) then p is distance reducing and onto,
and thus necessarily an isometry, by the following1* (no doubt
known)

LEMMA. Suppose p is a distance reducing map of a compact
metric space which is surjective. Then p is an isometry.

We shall use the fact that the iterates of p form an equi-
continuous semigroup whose closure S in the topology of uniform
convergence is a compact abelian semigroup of distance reducing
maps. Trivially every element of S is surjective, while the kernel
(least ideal) K of S is a (compact) group [6, 4]. Since the identity
e = β2 of K is surjective it must be the identity map; because eS c
K each element of S, in particular p, has a distance reducing
inverse, which of course implies p is an isometry.

From the lemma then we have

COROLLARY 2. For feC(G) and φ a map of G into itself,
= έ?(f) implies the conclusions of Corollary 1.

2* Our results apply to almost periodic and weakly almost
periodic functions via a reduction to the above setting, using the
almost periodic (Bohr) compactification Ga of G. For feAP(G), the
space of almost periodic functions on G, let /* denote the extension
of / to G\

THEOREM 2. Let G be an abelian group whose Bohr compacti-
fication Ga is connected, and suppose φ maps G densely into itself.
If feAP(G) has έ?(f)°Φ c: έ?(f) (or even in £?(/)", the uniform
closure), then there is an automorphism a of GaJH, where H = {x e
Ga: /* = /*}, and z0, zλ e Ga for which

(4)

while the Fourier series for f is a sum over the finite orbits of the

1) I am indebted to R. Burckel for pointing out that a slightly weaker assertion
is made by Exercise 13, p. 104, of Kaplansky's Set Theory and Metric Spaces, Allyn
and Bacon, 1972, and also for the following proof of the lemma which avoids semi-
groups: choose Ύij/1 so that the iterates p{np^>g uniformly; g is of course surjective.
For mj—nj+1—n^l we have a subsequence mjk for which p(mifc)->/^ uniformly, and
from p(-m3k:)op(n3ic')=p(-niic + i:> we conclude h°g=g which implies h is the identity map.
But trivially d(x,y)=d(h(x), h(y))Sd(p(x), p(y)) since p is distance reducing, and we
are done. (See the remark added in proof.)
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dual of a, of blocks of the form (2).

Our hypothesis implies ^(/)~°^c^(/)~, and we can identify
w i t k [ft I G: x e Ga) (viewing G as a subset of Ga of course).

Thus there is a self-map p of Ga/H with

(f,\B\G)oφ=f*x+H)\G.

Now the fact that φ has dense range implies p is an isometry of
Ga/H under its translation invariant metric

so again we obtain our automorphism determining p and the fact
that

f*(φ(y) - (s + H)) = f*(y - cr\x + H) - s)

for y eG, xeGa. So invariant integration over Gα/H leads again to
the fact that

φ(y) + H=a(y + H) + φ(0) ,

as in the proof of Corollary 1; the asserted form of the Fourier
series for / follows as before.

Evidently if α, H, f and φ satisfy the indicated relation then

Note that when G is a noncompact abelian group Γ is always
uncountable while Γ\f*~\0) is countable, so H, the subgroup of Ga

orthogonal to Γ\f*~\0), is nontrivial. (H Π G can easily be trivial,
as for G = R, fix) = eix + eix^\)

For / weakly almost periodic ^(f)oφcz έ?(f) implies ^(f)~woφd
^(f)~w, where ~w denotes the weak closure; indeed for ge^(f)~w

we have a net fx —> g weakly, hence pointwise, so fΛoφ —»goφ point-
wise, hence weakly since goφ is the only possible weak cluster point
of that net, yielding our assertion. We want to note that this fact
has the consequence that

^(fa)oφcz^(fa)~ (uniform closure)

where fa is the almost periodic component of /, so that Theorem
3 will apply to relate /% φ and an automorphism of a quotient of
Ga (when Ga is connected).

With W(G) the space of weakly almost periodic functions on G
we have the decomposition [1, 2]

(5) W(G) = AP{G) 0 W0(G)

where W0(G) is the translation invariant space consisting of those
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elements of W{G) having zero in the weak closure of their orbits,
while the projections corresponding to (5) are bounded, and thus
weakly continuous. Now if / = fa + /°, where f° e W0(G), then we
have xδ in G for which f£δ —> 0 weakly, hence pointwise; moreover
we can assume {/"J converges uniformly to some element g of
O(Γ)-, so

pointwise and thus fXδ°Φ — fyδ —> g°Φ pointwise, so weakly. But
since our projection onto W0(G) is weakly continuous and commutes
with translation we obtain f$δ —> 0 weakly, whence f*δ —> goφ weakly.
As the only possible uniform cluster point of the net {/£}, goφ is the
uniform limit of the net, and we conclude g°φe έ?(fa)~.

But f£δ —> 0 weakly implies f£+Xδ -» 0 weakly for any x, whence
by the above argument fί+Xδ -+gx and so gx°φe^7(fa)~; now the fact
that έ?(g)~ = €?{faY for any g e ^{fa)~ (which follows, say, from
the fact that g=fx

a*\G for some xeGa) shows ^(/T°$> <=£?(/•)-,
as desired.

COROLLARY 3. Suppose G is an abelian group with connected
Bohr compactίfication, and f is a weakly almost periodic function
with almost periodic component fa. If φ maps G densely into itself
while2) έ?(f)°Φ a £?(/)-" then ^(fa)oφcz ^{fa)~, and the conclusions
of Theorem 2 relating fa and φ apply.

3* We conclude with some variants and remarks. One variant
yielding the same conclusion is provided by the hypothesis that
^ ( / ) o ^ 3 ^ ( / ) , by an almost identical argument. (Without φ 1—1.)
Others are ^(f)oφczg + έ?(f) and the reverse, where g finally turns
out to be a constant of mean 0, so 0. Moreover Theorem 1 and
Corollary 1 hold if only ^(f)°φc:^<^{f), the closed convex hull
of the orbit of /. Indded this implies c^(^{f)oφc:^^{f)9 so that
composition with φ provides an isometry of this compact metric
space, which is thus necessarily onto; being linear it takes extreme
points to extreme points. But each extreme point lies in £?(/), and
once one translate is extreme all are by translation, so ^(f) is the

2) In fact, for F the generator of an invariant filter [5], {fx°φ: xeF}<zέ?(f)-w

is an adequate hypothesis. This can be seen most easily from the alternate proof
there [5, pp. 420-1], which shows the filter of closed sets on Gw, the weakly almost
periodic compactification of G, generated by the sets (x+F)~ (with # in a dense sub-
group Go of G) contains the least ideal K=Ga of Gw. Since the elements of W0(G)
appear on Gw as the functions vanishing on Gα, an argument paralleling the preceding
(but using the filter with base Gα) shows we have a g with gxe<^(fa)~ for all #eG 0 ,
hence all x in G, so our conclusion follows as before.
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set of extreme points, whence ^(f)oφa^(f) again. The same
observation applies to Theorem 2 and Corollary 3, and the argument
shows any affine isometry T of ^ ^ ( / ) is of the form Tfx — fa{x)+z

where a is an automorphism of G/{x:fx = /} for which \\fz — / | | ==
HΛo - /ll, or3> HΛ - f\\ = IK/oα). - foa\\.

As our next variant we note that we can handle one special
case of the more general question of when ^>{f)oφa^>{g) can occur.
Let Hf be the subgroup {xeG:fx = /} of G.

THEOREM 3. Suppose G is a compact connected abelian groupf

φ a map of G onto itself and <^{f)°φ = έ?(g) for some f, geC{G)
{or alternatively, for some f,gs LP(G) while φ is also measure
preserving). Then there is an isomorphism a of the subgroup Hf
of Γ orthogonal to Hf into Γ for which Hg

L — &Hf, so that the dual
map a: G/Hg —> G/Hf is an onto isomorphism, while for π: G—>G/Hg

the natural map,

(7) g = fXooaπ

and

( 8 ) Φ(x) e φ(0) + aπ(x) , x e G .

Conversely for any such injection a of Hf into Γ for which there
is a self-map φ of G satisfying (8), g defined by (7) has

As will be noted the equality of orbits is essential to the proof.4'
Indeed we only have to note that it provides two inverse maps p:
G/Hf -> GjHg and σ: G/Hg -> G/Hf satisfying, with an obvious abuse
of language,

(9) fxoφ = gpix) , gy = fσ{y)oφ .

Now we define our translation invariant metric d on the compact

3) For L2 this last condition amounts to 2Ί/(Γ)|2 |<z,r>-l|2Ξ=2Ί/(roα)-ψ |<#,r>-
1|2, or 2X|/(r)|2-|/0'o«~1)l2) Re <xJ>=0, so that again l/hHC) is a finite orbit of the
dual of a for C=*fO.

4) In fact it is essential to the result. For example with G=T2, Si,8z,tuh€T
and 0 < # < l , set φ(t1,e

2πίθ) = (tί e2πiθ2, h(e2πiθ)) where (say) h is any self-homeomorphism
of T (so φ is onto, and also a homeomorphism), and take /(ίi,t2)=£i Then /(s1>β2)

==

δi/=/(.Pi) and for g(tl9 e2πiθ)=foφ(tu β^Ήtiβ 2 *" 2 we have f<.v.2)*φ(ti,eFci*)=Sιtι4
tπ%*=

g<.*ι i)(̂ i» e2πiθ), so έ?(f)°φc:έ?(g). On the other hand it is a simple matter to see Hg

is trivial, so the containment must be proper and no map a as in (8) can exist. (Hf

is nontrivial of course; more generally if H/ is trivial and G is a finite dimensional
torus just the containment suffices since it cannot be proper; for p is then a homeo-
morphism of our torus into another, G/Hg, of no greater dimension, so invariance of
domain for Rn guarantees p is open, hence onto.)
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connected abelian group G/Hf x G/Hg via

(10) d((x, y), (*', y')) = | | Λ - fA + \\ΰy - 9A

and the self-map η of this group by

(11) η(x, y) - (σ(y), p(x)) ,

and observe η is an isometry:

d{η{x, y\ V(x', yf)) = d((σ(y), p{x)\ (σ(yf), σ{x')))

~ Wίσίy) ~~ Jσ{y')\\ + \\Upίx) 9p{χ')\\

= \\faiy)θφ - faiy^ΦW + \\L°Φ ~ Λ ' ^ | |

= \\gv - gy\\ + 11/. - Λ Ί I = d((», 2/), («', v')).

Thus we have an automorphism /5 of G/ΐί/ x G/Hg and an element
(x0, y0) of that group for which

(σ(y), p(x)) = β(x, y) + (x0, l/0)

= (βi(χ, y) + ^ o , A(^, 2/) + 2/0)

Clearly then βx(xf y) = α(τ/) depends on /̂ alone, a: GjHg -> G/£Γ/ is
an isomorphism, and since p and σ are inverse mappings we obtain
o{y) = a(y) + σ(0), p(x) = aΓ\x) + p(0), and α-^(0) = ̂ (0). Now (9)
says precisely

f(φ(t) ~x) = g(t - a-\x) - p(0))

(the second equality follows by replacing x by a[x + ρ(Q)\), and
repeating our computation of Fourier coefficients we obtain, for

- <7oα, ί - p(0))g(joa) .

Consequently for 7 in a generating subset of Hf, hence for all 7
in ϋ / , we obtain

<Ύ, (̂<) ~ (̂0)> = (Joaπy t)

as before, so φ{t) e 0(0) + αττ(ί) for all t e G follows. The assertions
of Theorem 4 are now easily verified.5)

The first part of our proof also shows how an isometry Φ of
one orbit ^ ( / ) onto another έ?{g) can arise. Indeed, using Φ in
place of fx-*fx°φ we obtain an isomorphism a as above with Φfa —

so that

5) We could equally well consider ^:G2->Gi and &(f)oφ = &>(g); the same conclu-
sions follow simply by replacing G!Hf and GlHg by GJH/ and G2IHg respectively.
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11/. - / H - II0«-κ,> - g\\ - Wg.-u.)**-1 - goa-1]]

Thus ft = ^ α " 1 has the same displacement function

x >\\K-h\\

as /. Evidently any ft with \\fm - f\\ = \\hx - h\\ (so Hh = Hf) and
any isomorphism a'1 of G/Hf onto a quotient of G give rise to g —
hoaπ for which Φfx — ga~i{χ) provides an isometry of orbits, by a
permutation of the above norm equality. Consequently we have

COROLLARY 4. For G compact connected abelian and f, g in
C(G) or LP(G), if Φ is an isometry of έ?(f) onto ^{g) then there
is an isomorphism a — G/Hg-> G/Hf for which Φfx = ga-iίX)+yQf while
h — goa~ι has

(12) I I Λ . - Λ I I H I / . - / I I , ^ G .

Conversely for such an ft and a~x, and g — hoaπ, Φfx — ga-i{χ) pro-
vides such an isometry.

(It should be noted that functions / and ft with the same
displacement function can have radically unrelated Fourier trans-
forms. For example in Z/[0,2π) if f(x) = sin x and ft is any
continuous function with say ft = / on [π, 2π) but whose graph over
(0, π) is obtained from that of / by horizontal translations varying
with height (so {x e [0, π): h(x) ^ y) is an interval of the same length
as {x e [0, π): f(x) ^ y}) then (12) holds.6))

A further analogue of our initial result follows when we assume
that ^(f)°φc:g^(f), where g is a continuous function of unit
modulus (which insures p is again an isometry). Arguing as in
Theorem 1 (or Corollary 1) one merely obtains an additional factor
g{y) on the right side of (2), viz.,

(3') /Cr)<7, Φ(y)> = f(Ύoaπ)(7oaπ, y - z)g(y)

6) It might be worth noting that here the isometry fx~>hx has no continuous
affine extension to the balanced convex set < ^ ^ ' ( / ) ( = - ^ ^ ? ( / ) since Λ = - / ) : other-
wise since h and / are real

^~^= \hx Re <r, x>dx = \φfx Re <J, xydx

= Φ [fx Re <ϊ, x>dx = Φ (f{T) : L

so that h would be supported by the two characters supporting /.
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which leads to the fact that

(3") <7, Φ(y) - Φ(0) - aπ(y)} = 9&1 if f(y) Φ 0 .
0(0)

(Here again a is an automorphism of G/Hf, π: G —> G/Hf the natural
map.) Now

β(v) = Φ(V) ~ Φ(0) ~ aπ(y)

defines a self-map of G whose values on the support Γ\f~\0) of /
are identically g(y)/g(0) for each yeG by (3"), and so from (3')

, Φ(0) + β(y) + aπ(y)) = f(7°aπ)(Ύ, aπ(y) - aπ(z))g(y)

or, since <7, /9(i0> - flr(tf)flr(O) if f(y)

COROLLARY 5. // ^(f)oφc:gέ7(f), where g is a continuous
unimodular function, then there is an automorphism a of G/Hf

and a self-map β of G for which

= o(v)W)
for all 7 in ΓXf'XQ) and

Φ(y) = ^(0) + a(y) + β(y)

while the Fourier series of f is a sum, over the finite orbits of the
dual of α, of blocks, as in (2), now of the form

(20

Conversely for any such z, and a, and β with values constant on
the support of f, defining φ from a, β, and g by g{y) = g(0)(y, β(y))
for 7 in the support of f, we obtain7}

We can also characterize the elements of Γ.

THEOREM 4. For a compact connected abelian group G and a
unimodular function f, eίθfeΓ for some θeR iff

(13)

7) g will in fact be constant unless the relations among the elements of Γ\f~ι(0)
are special: for 7Ί, ,r& therein if 777^=1 then 2>^=0 since the relation implies
(9(y)lg(0))Σni dΠϊ^, βy)y=lt and G is connected. For a simple example where g is non-
constant, on T2 (written multiplicatively) take /(s, t)~s+t,a the identity say, and
for g any unimodular function, β(s, t)=(g(s, t), g(s,t)); then fS',t>°φ(s, t)=f(sg(s, t)B't

tg(s, t)ΐ')=g(s, t)(ss'+tt')=g{s,«)/.',«'(«, *).
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or iff

(14)

The orbits can be taken in C(G) or LP(G). Trivially a character
/ satisfies (13) since fx — f(x)f. On the other hand (13) implies that
for x,yeG/Hf we have a unique py(x)eG/Hf for which fx fy =
f fPy(x), and clearly px(y) = ptf(α?). But since | / | Ξ 1 ,

so ^ is an isometry of G/iϊ/, and again #„(&) = ay(x) + py(0) for
some automorphism ay of GΓ/JEΓ/. Trivially fjy = /•/„ implies 2>y(0) =
2/, so

«iί(») + V = 2>if(») = 3>«(l/) = «.(!/) + »

and setting x = 0 yields 1/ = αo(2/) Now continuity of translation
guarantees y —>py is continuous into the topology of uniform con-
vergence, so y —> ay is also; thus for 7 6 if/ = (G/Hfy, y —> 7°<xy is
a continuous map of our connected group G/Hf into the discrete
group HJ- and so has the constant value τ°α0 = 7. Consequently α^
is always the identity and py(x) ^ x + yf whence fx fy=f fx+y. Now

f(-χ) f(-v) ^f(-χ-y)

so eiθf
Our proof is completed by the fact that (14) implies (13), by

exactly the sort of argument given before Theorem 3. (/a;

 < ^ 7 (^(/))c
f'^(^(f)) implies we have an affine isometry of ^ ( ^ ( / ) ) into
itself, and again it is necessary onto, taking extreme points into
extreme points, yielding (13).)

Finally we should note that no result quite as simple as Theorem
1 can hold if G is not connected; for example on T1 x Zz we can
take any function / supported by T1 x {0} with no vanishing Fourier
coefficients, and φ the map induced by the interchange of the other
two cosets. On the other hand in the original setting we can allow
our distortion to take place (on Fourier transforms) on Γf and then
the vital continuity of our invariant metric occurs in a broader
context: if μ is a measure on G with β e C0(Γ) then any map ψ of
Γ onto itself for which ^(/ί)Aoψ>c^(jM)A coincides off β~\0) with an
automorphism a of HμdΓ, and \μ\ is supported by the finite orbits
of a {exactly as in Corollary 1). Indeed we [have x —> βx — xμ a
continuous map into CQ(Γ) so that d(x, y) = \\βx — /iJU is a continu-
ous invariant metric on G/Hμ defining its topology. So for the map
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p defined thereon by βx°ψ = βp{x) we have z e G/Hμ and an automor-
phism β of that group for which p(x) = β(x) + z, and thus

(Note that β(rr) Φ 0 implies 7±H/«.) For the dual
we therefore have

- O,

for all x, and so ψ = α on r\fi~X0) c iϊ> while

consequently /2 is supported by the finite orbits of a as earlier while
β°a = /?,. (As an example where z Φ 0, take (̂cϋa?) = sinxcίx, α(w) =
— 7i, and z — π.) Evidently an analogue of Theorem 3 in particular
can be obtained in the same context.

REMARK (added in proof). I am further indebted to R. Burckel
for locating the Lemma of §1 in the paper of H. Freudenthal and
W. Hurewicz "Dehnungen, verkiirzungen, isometrien," Fund. Math.,
26 (1936), 120-122.
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